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ABSTRACT

Alcohol consumption leads to a number of disorders most notably ALD,
alcoholism, and inflammation. The present study aimed to investigate the effects of a
Lieber-DeCarli chronic-plus-single-binge alcohol model on animal withdrawal behaviors
to 1) to determine if this model manifests any symptoms of withdrawal and 2) how
severely the symptoms are expressed. To evaluate alcohol’s effect(s), a variety of
behavioral assays were performed, and several of the tests exhibited signs of increased
withdrawal-like behavior in ethanol exposed mice, most notably showing anxiety and
convulsion-like behaviors.
Inflammation is one of the main hallmarks of alcohol associated diseases and
pathologies. Two of the main organs affected by alcohol induced inflammation are the
brain and the liver; both of which have been shown to be structurally and physiologically
disturbed by chronic alcohol consumption. Two compounds from the cannabis plant,
cannabidiol and beta-caryophyllene have been isolated and shown to have antiinflammatory properties. The potential anti-inflammatory effects of both compounds
separately and in combination were assessed against ethanol exposure using a chronicplus-single-binge alcohol model using a Lieber-DeCarli liquid diet. Immunofluorescence
analysis of brain microglia and liver Kupffer cells was used to evaluate the inflammatory
profile affected by alcohol and by treatment with cannabinoids. A second cohort of mice
exposed to ethanol and administered CBD, BCP or both cannabinoids together was used
to investigate if these compounds had effects on inflammatory cytokine concentrations or
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accumulation of fat in the liver. Luminex assays were used for analysis of specific
cytokines in the serum and oil red o staining was used to see the potential effect on fat
accumulation.
Spinal cord injury results in a massive secondary inflammatory reaction that can
compound on the already physically damaged tissue. Ethanol is known to induce
inflammation when consumed acutely and chronically. To assess the effect of ethanol
consumption on spinal cord injury we investigate pain sensitivity, motor and sensory
recovery as well as the size of the lesion at the site of impact on the spinal cord. To
examine motor recovery, we use a Basso Mouse Scale (BMS) for locomotion which
assesses the mouse’s ability to move various parts of their hind limbs and overall
coordination. Lesion size is measured using a previously characterized eriochrome
cyanine with cresyl violet counterstain that elucidates damaged areas of the spinal cord in
both the white and grey matter. Additionally, the glial profile was observed and
quantified using a GFAP immunofluorescence stain. Interestingly, mice given ethanol
had improved BMS scores when compared to control diet counterparts. Furthermore,
lesion size and glial profile were also reduced in ethanol animals, showing that ethanol
can have a protective, immune-suppressive effect when consumed after injury, thereby
limiting secondary insult that results from SCI.
.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

History of Alcohol
Alcohol consumption has been a staple of human culture and is one of the most
commonly used and abused substances. Consumption of alcohol can be traced back to
nearly 7000 BCE, in China, and has been used ubiquitously since (1). Its uses involving
disinfection, analgesia and mind-alteration likely play a role in its popularization and rise
in human culture. Despite previously published and emerging research that detail the
negative effects of alcohol consumption, chronic consumption as well as binge drinking
remain a genuinely accepted form of substance abuse today.
The World Health Organization estimates that in 2012, 3.3 million deaths were
related to alcohol consumption, which is attributable to close to 6% of all deaths globally
(2). Further, alcohol has been linked to over 200 diseases and health related disorders
including gastritis, alcoholic liver disease (ALD), and heart disease (2). It also plays a
part in many mental complications such as memory loss, dementia and, most commonly,
addiction. For these reasons, research into therapeutics for the damage that consuming
alcohol causes is of substantial importance.
Alcohol’s effects on the liver have been well characterized (3, 17). The liver is the
chief organ responsible for the breakdown of alcohol utilizing the enzymes alcohol
dehydrogenase (ADH), aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH), as well as cytochrome P-
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4502E1 (CYP2E1) (3, 4). ADH initiates the first breakdown of alcohol into acetaldehyde,
a toxic product, and in chronic cases, CYP2E1 also initiates this process in an alternate
pathway. ALDH then breaks down the toxic acetaldehyde into acetate which will readily
breakdown into CO2 and H2O within the body (5). In chronic and binge conditions, these
enzymes are unable to keep up with the amount of acetaldehyde in the body and the toxic
product will accumulate resulting in liver injury which manifests into steatosis and
eventually into severe cirrhosis. Studies have shown that Kupffer cell activation, which
can result from endotoxin release from bacteria in the gut following alcohol consumption,
result in a multitude of responses that harm the liver including the generation of reactive
oxygen species (ROS) that induce oxidative stress, and the release of pro-inflammatory
cytokines, such as tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α), to compound inflammation (6, 7,
8). In chronic consumption conditions, Kupffer cells will be activated in a persistent
manner, leading to prolonged inflammatory cascades which leads to increasingly severe
liver injury and ALD.
Alcohol’s effects on the brain can also be traced back to inflammation. Similar to
the liver, increases in oxidative stress likely serve as the root cause of damaging
inflammation and studies have shown that alcohol can induce the release of proinflammatory cytokines that result in brain injury (27). Further, excessive drinking has
been shown to lead to structural changes in the brain that can result in cognitive deficits
and even neuronal death (35, 41). While exact mechanisms for such pathologies are not
yet clear, it is hypothesized that accumulation of acetaldehyde and its metabolites form
protein adducts that accumulate and result in inflammation (41). As for structural
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damage, it has been postulated that ethanol’s role coincides with ROS production, thus
increasing oxidative stress which puts severe strain on DNA repair mechanisms within
cells and neurons. With these mechanisms disrupted, DNA integrity can be lost, thus
resulting in failed cellular viability (42).

History of Cannabis: Cannabidiol and Beta-Caryophyllene
Cannabis has gained legality in select states in recent years both medicinally and
recreationally. Some of the reasoning behind its increase in popularity and legality is the
emerging research documenting its therapeutic effects. Its first medicinal uses in the
United States were established in the early 1900’s where extracts were used to combat a
wide range of conditions (9). Although its actual mechanisms of therapy were still
controversial and not understood at the time, it was nevertheless accepted for general
ailments until it came under fire from the government in 1937 via the Marijuana Tax Act
(9). The current progression of legalization and general decriminalization has allowed
researchers to delve further into the mysteries underlying the cannabis plant and its
potential benefits.
Cannabidiol (CBD), a phytocannabinoid, is one of the most studied constituents
of the cannabis plant. It has been shown to exhibit a multitude of therapeutic effects,
some of which include its anxiolytic, anti-oxidative, and anti-inflammatory activity (10,
11, 12). Further, in a paper published by Yang et al. (13), CBD was shown to have
protective effects against alcohol-induced steatosis by inhibiting oxidative stress.
Likewise, in a separate study by Wang et al. (14), they were able to show that CBD was
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able to effectively suppress the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines induced via
alcohol consumption. These findings have helped establish the therapeutic potential of
CBD and show how it could be effective in treating inflammation caused by alcohol
consumption.
-caryophyllene (BCP), a sesquiterpene, is found in a number of essential plant
oils including the cannabis plant and is an approved food additive due to its lack of
toxicity. Although not as major a component of cannabis as either
delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) or CBD, BCP has also shown anti-inflammatory
properties (21, 23). In 2017, Varga et al. investigated BCP’s ability to protect the liver
from alcohol-induced steatohepatitis and found that BCP was able to reduce expression
of adhesion molecules related to inflammatory cells, thereby reducing their proinflammatory abilities (22). In addition, they were able to show that BCP prevented the
pro-inflammatory activation of Kupffer cells, also preventing the exacerbation of
inflammation within the liver. So, similar to CBD, BCP seems to have therapeutic
potential in relation to alcohol injury involving inflammation.

Endocannabinoid System: Receptors & Mechanisms
The endocannabinoid system is one that plays an integral role in cognitive and
physiological processes, such as appetite, memory and mood. It has receptors located
both in the peripheral and central nervous systems. Cannabinoid receptor type 1 (CB1R)
is expressed primarily in the brain while Cannabinoid receptor type 2 (CB2R) is located
within the periphery, specifically expressed on immune cells. The importance of these
4

receptors is reflected in that CB1R activation has been shown to mediate the
psychoactive effects associated with cannabis (17). THC, the compound associated with
psycho-activity has proven to bind with both CB1R and CB2R with high affinity.
Activation of CB2R, has conversely been associated with more of the therapeutic effects
of cannabis, specifically its anti-inflammatory and ability to suppress immune functions
(18). These observations underlie the research associated with CB2R selective agonists,
and other compounds that avoid the activation of the CB1R.
One of the main advantages of using CBD, is its non-psychoactive nature. This
has largely been attributed to CBD’s mechanism of action; while THC binds nearly
equally to both CB1R and CB2R, CBD has shown extremely low affinity for either
receptor, thus preventing any undesired CB1R-related psychotropic effects (17). Instead,
it affects a variety of other systems such as enhancing the activity of the 5-HT1a
serotonin receptor and may even act as a CB2R inverse agonist, possibly accounting for
its anti-inflammatory properties (17, 19, 20). Beta-Caryophyllene’s anti-inflammatory
properties are linked to its very selective CB2R agonism (21, 23). It has shown a strong
binding affinity for CB2R (Ki = 155 ± 4 nM) and little if any agonism to the CB1R, thus
accounting for its wide therapeutic availability and non-psychoactivity.

Animal models of alcoholism
In order to mimic alcohol-related phenotypes, there are a number of animal
models that claim to induce similar clinical consequences of human alcohol consumption.
One of the most used models accepted by the NIAAA, is a chronic-plus-single-binge
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ethanol model for mice that utilizes a Lieber-DeCarli liquid diet (24). This is the same
model that Wang et al. (14) and Varga et al. (22) utilized, and one that is well
documented in the literature. This model has the advantage that it is both easy to perform
and takes a relatively short amount of time. It is claimed to induce liver injury, including
steatosis, as well as marked increases in inflammation to mimic clinical characteristics in
humans (24).
Other models commonly used include long-term self-administration, thus having
extremely long timetables that are both expensive and difficult to maintain. Often times
they involve having multiple binge sessions of alcohol that result in high mortality rates
of experimental animals. Other models can involve direct intra-gastric infusion of ethanol
or exposure to ethanol vapor, which are both difficult to perform and do not effectively
mimic clinical manifestations of human alcoholism (25).
Intermittent access is another commonly used drug exposure model, and one that
we considered utilizing for our experiments. This model is used to induce a kindling
behavior where withdrawal symptoms can be intensified when a drug is given and taken
away repeatedly over an extended amount of time. This strategy has merit in that it
closely resembles the frequencies and conditions involved in human alcohol dependence.
Hwa et al (28), utilized this model in mice and demonstrated that C57BL/6 mice
voluntary drank larger quantities of alcohol when compared to mice that received
continuous access, which is common to many of the models mentioned previously.
However, after attempting this model ourselves, we were unable to mimic the escalated
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drinking that was shown by Hwa, and the amount the mice drank was low, especially
when compared to mice given continuous access.
Somewhat surprisingly, there is a lack of alcohol studies that investigate both
liver and brain pathologies simultaneously while utilizing these well-established models.
Studies isolate and target either the brain or liver exclusively. Further, there is also an
absence of investigating withdrawal behaviors in animals despite there being a multitude
of potential tests that could prove effective. We decided to utilize the NIAAA LieberDeCarli model because it was shown to induce liver injury reflective of developing ALD
and the effects on withdrawal behaviors as well as brain microglia and inflammation are
essentially uncharacterized. This model was specifically designed to mimic the symptoms
of ALD, but considering animals are drinking ethanol in a chronic fashion, effects on the
brain are likely to manifest as well.

Spinal Cord Injury and Alcohol
Substance abuse is a common problem amongst military veterans, and one that
appears to be worsening over time. Much like the general population, alcohol is one of
the most commonly abused substances within the military (29). The NIH reported that
47% of active duty military personal engaged in binge drinking in 2008, and this trend is
one that is unlikely to change any time soon (33).
To further compound the alcohol abuse problem, spinal cord injury (SCI) has
become increasingly common amongst military injuries. With the increasing use of
improvised explosive devices by combatants, spinal cord injury has risen dramatically
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when compared to earlier combat from the 20th century and now results in 8.2% of
military hospitalizations from Iraq and Afghanistan (30). Additionally, it has been shown
that some form of SCI often is accompanied by a higher prevalence of post-traumatic
stress disorder, making patients more disposed to abusing substances such as alcohol to
cope with their anxiety (31, 32). SCI itself results in an enormous inflammatory response
from the body and consumption of alcohol can further exacerbate the inflammation due
to its pro-inflammatory effects that are well characterized (34, 35). The increase in
inflammation from alcohol could potentially result in worsening injury and recovery.
Thus, the importance of investigating the damaging effects of alcohol consumption with
SCI is evident.

Rationale for Experimental Objectives
To summarize, alcohol is related to a plethora of inflammatory problems,
especially related to both the brain and liver. In the brain, alcohol has been shown to
induce inflammation as well as neurodegeneration (27). In the liver, it’s been proven to
induce steatosis as well as inflammation and with chronic consumption, progression into
liver disease (26).
First, we decided to study if the Lieber-DeCarli model would elicit withdrawal
like behaviors in mice when they are taken off their chronic ethanol diet. To do this, we
utilized a number of behavioral techniques including: handling-induced convulsions
(HIC), body temperature, open field behavior, touch escape, vocalization, biting/hostility,
and excretion. All of the behavioral assays either test for psychological changes such as
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anxiety and irritability, or physiological changes to the body which are indicative of
withdrawal. In addition, using fresh brain samples, we measured changes between wet
and dry weight since inflammatory reactions are known to underlie cerebral edema (37).
Based on previous data that shows this model to be effective in inducing cellular changes
indicative of alcohol use disorders, we hypothesized that this model would also induce
withdrawal in mice that would manifest as high anxiety and irritable behaviors.
To investigate the effects of CBD and BCP on alcohol related inflammation, we
devised two rounds of experimentation, again using the Lieber-DeCarli model. The first,
to investigate the effects of CBD and BCP on the inflammatory profile established by
alcohol consumption. Then, a follow-up experiment that involves administration of either
CBD or BCP, or both in combination, to investigate effects they potentially have on
inflammatory cytokine concentrations in the blood. To examine these inflammatory
effects, we obtained brain and liver samples from mice and stained for microglia and
hepatic macrophages (Kupffer cells) using immunofluorescence. Further, we extracted
blood immediately after sacrifice for Luminex assays to look at cytokine profiles
systemically.
So far, published studies have not looked into the effect of CBD on microglia and
Kupffer cell activation in the Lieber-DeCarli animal model of alcoholism. Studies have
investigated the effects of CBD on steatosis and oxidative stress, such as those by Yang
(13) and Wang (14), however they did not look at direct effects on the immune cells
mentioned. BCP has been looked at in references to Kupffer cells by Varga (22), but
effects on microglia in this model have yet to be investigated. Additionally, there have
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not been any studies that investigated the effects these two compounds have in concert to
combat inflammation due to chronic alcohol consumption. Therefore, we hypothesize
that treatment of either cannabinoid to animals chronically consuming alcohol would
counteract the inflammation caused by the alcohol, specifically limiting the presence of
microglia and Kupffer cells and reducing pro-inflammatory cytokine concentrations.
Separately, to investigate the effects of ethanol consumption on SCI and
subsequent recovery, we perform laminectomies on animals and impacted the spine at the
T9-T10 level. To investigate pain sensitivity, we used a controlled laser to induce thermal
heat in the plantar surface of the right hind paw of the animal. Further, to study recovery,
we used a quasi-open field assay to assess their locomotor recovery over a period of 10
weeks that includes the time of ethanol exposure and thereafter. After sacrifice, we
measured the injury volume of the spinal cord utilizing a previously described method
that uses eriochrome and cresyl violet staining. Moreover, to investigate the effects of
ethanol on glial profile at the site of injury, we used immunofluorescence to examine any
changes that ethanol may have had on the presence and infiltration of glial cells to the
injury. Due to the well characterized inflammatory effects of alcohol, we hypothesized
that ethanol exposure would worsen the injury of the spinal cord, as demonstrated by
larger lesion sizes and increased glial presence at the injury, increased pain sensitivity
assessed by the plantar test, as well as extended recovery time as assessed by BMS
scoring.
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CHAPTER 2
ALCOHOL AND WITHDRAWAL BEHAVIORS

Abstract

Alcohol consumption leads to a number of disorders most notably ALD,
alcoholism, and inflammation. The present study aimed to investigate the effects of a
Lieber-DeCarli chronic-plus-single-binge alcohol model on animal withdrawal behaviors
to 1) to determine if this model manifests any symptoms of withdrawal and 2) how
severely the symptoms are expressed. To evaluate alcohol’s effect(s), a variety of
behavioral assays were performed, and several of the tests exhibited signs of increased
withdrawal-like behavior in ethanol exposed mice, most notably showing anxiety and
convulsion-like behaviors.
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Materials and Methods

Animals
Female (C57BL/6) mice were obtained from Taconic Farms (Cranberry, New
Jersey). Animals were grouped housed, four mice to a cage in a temperature-controlled
environment. Mice arrived at eight weeks of age and were allowed to habituate in the
animal facility for at least week prior to any experimentation. Mice were provided access
to food and water ad-libitum during habituation. All mice were greater than 20 g and 1012 weeks of age prior to liquid diet training. All procedures and experiments were
approved by the Temple University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and
were carried out in accordance with the National Institute of Health’s guideline for the
Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

Lieber-DeCarli Diet
Mice were individually housed after habituation and are given a control LieberDeCarli ’82 Shake and Pour liquid diet (Bio-Serv, F1259) ad libitum for 5 days to train
them on a strict liquid formula. Following the training period, mice were fed with either
the same control formula or Lieber-DeCarli ’82 Shake and Pour ethanol liquid diet (BioServ, F1258) with 5% ethanol for 10 days ad libitum. Consumption amounts were
recorded at 10 am every day during the testing period and feeding tubes were refilled
with liquid diet at that time. On day 11, mice were gavaged with a 45% maltose dextrin
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solution for control mice or a 31.5% ethanol solution for ethanol mice. Preparation of
formulas and gavage solutions were followed as described by Bertola et al. (24).

Behavioral Assays
Mice given ethanol gavage were visually inebriated or unconscious for 5-6 hours.
All behavioral assays were assessed after all mice were conscious and were completed as
described below.

Handling-Induced Convulsions (HIC)
To assess withdrawal seizure severity, an HIC Scoring scale described by Crabbe
was adapted (36). Mice are handled in a variety of ways ranging from tail lifts to
360-degree spins then assigned a score. HIC scores were assessed for 6 hours following
animals regaining conscious as well as 24, 48, 72 and 96 hours after. A score of 0 was
reflective of no seizure activity, non-zero scores were reflective of increasingly severe
withdrawal activity, peaking with convulsions prior to any handling at all (Table 1).
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Crabbe et al. (1990)

Adapted

0

No activity on tail lift

No activity on tail lift

1

Facial grimace after 360° spin

Facial grimace after 360° spin

2

Tonic convulsion after 360° spin

Facial grimace after tail lift

3

Tonic/clonic convulsion after 360°

Tonic convulsion after 360° spin

spin
4

Tonic convulsion after tail lift

Tonic convulsion after tail lift

5

Tonic/clonic convulsion on tail lift;

Convulsion/shaking upon tail lift

delayed (1-2 sec.)
6

Tonic/clonic convulsion; immediate

Severe convulsion/shaking upon handling

7

Severe tonic/clonic convulsion prior

No coordination; severe shaking prior to

to tail lift

handling

Table 1. Handling induced convulsion scoring system showing the original scale
developed by Crabbe (45) and the adapted version applied.
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Body Temperature
Body temperature was assessed daily for four days following mice regaining
consciousness. Temperatures were recorded at approximately 1pm daily to maintain a
consistent time frame after gavage. To measure body temperature a mouse rectal probe
was used (Thermoworks Microtherma 2).

Open Field
To assess activity and anxiety, an open field test was employed once animals had
regained consciousness following morning gavage. The open field chamber used was a
40x40x30 cm box and the inner “center” area was marked and divided into a 20x20 cm
square. Mice were allowed to acclimate to the behavior room for 15 minutes prior to
testing. Then mice were placed in the center area to initiate the test and allowed to move
freely for 5 minutes during which time spent in the “center” was recorded for analysis.
After each trial, the testing chamber was cleaned and sterilized. The room was
illuminated with normal lighting using three white lights in addition to overhead ceiling
lighting.

Touch Escape
Irritability and anxiety were measured using the touch escape test that uses a
scoring chart previously used by Walker (38). Mice were removed from their home cage
and placed on an open table. The experimenter would then approach from above and
behind the mouse (from the tail direction) and the response of the mouse was scored on a
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scale from 0-2. Irritability was defined as sudden or jolting movements away from the
observer. A score of “0” represented no movement, and no irritability to the approach of
the experimenter. A score of “1” represented slight irritability and some movement away.
A score of “2” represented high irritability and immediate movements away from the
experimenter.

Vocalization, Biting & Excretion
All three behaviors were scored simultaneously upon routine handling following
mice regaining consciousness from gavage. Each behavior is indicative of anxiety and
distress level that may potentially be impacted by withdrawal. Vocalization was scored
on a scale of 0-2 with “0” representing no vocalization upon handling and “2”
representing consistent vocalization without breaks. Biting was also scored on a scale of
0-2, with “0” representing no attempts to bite the experimenter and “2” reflecting
repetitive and consistent attempts to bite. Excretion was scored on a scale of 0-2 with “0”
representing no excretion, “1” representing either urine or fecal matter, and “2”
representing excretion of both urine and fecal matter.

Edema
Freshly extracted brains were immediately weighed to obtain wet weight values.
Brains were then allowed to dry in an incubator (Barnstead Lab-Line Incubator 150)
overnight at 32°C, then subsequently weighed to obtain a dry weight value. The
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difference between wet and dry weight was then determined as well as percent water
content for edema calculations.

Statistical Analysis
Data are represented as mean +/- SEM (or mean + SEM for bar graphs) and
results were analyzed using unpaired t-tests between control and ethanol treatment, as
well as two-way ANOVA (Factors: time and treatment/diet) with Bonferroni multiple
comparison using GraphPad Prism 5. Results were considered significant at the p < 0.05
level.
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Results

Ethanol in diet did not alter consumption
Average consumption was recorded every day during liquid training and ethanol
exposure periods. No significant differences in liquid intake were found using two-way
ANOVA with Bonferroni multiple comparison test (results only shown for exposure
period, Figure 1A). Body temperature was evaluated using a rectal probe, 1, 2, 3 and 4
days post gavage. Average body temperature measured each day by treatment is shown in
Figure 1B. Significant differences were not observed by two-way ANOVA with
Bonferroni multiple comparison test. Temperature between treatment groups maintained
at a consistent level throughout the testing period.

Ethanol’s effects on withdrawal-related behaviors
Ethanol significantly increased HIC scores when compared to control mice.
Ethanol-fed animals had consistently higher HIC scores for the duration of the behavior
testing period. HIC scores are depicted by day and averaged across groups as shown in
Figure 2. Two-way ANOVA revealed an overall main effect for time [F(9, 81) = 7.74,
p < 0.0001], treatment [F(1, 81) = 20.59, p < 0.01] and interaction [F(9, 81) = 4.68,
p < 0.0001]. Bonferroni multiple comparison revealed significant differences at time
points 1-6, 24 and 48 hours. At times 72 and 96 hours, results were no longer significant.
The open field test was used to test activity related to anxiety in mice. Time spent
in the designated center area was considered exploratory behavior and not anxiety driven
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(Figure 3A). Unpaired t-test revealed significant differences between control mice and
ethanol-fed mice (p < 0.05). Ethanol-fed mice spent significantly less time in the center
of the testing area and remained near the walls, while control mice were more likely to
roam into the center area.
The touch escape test was used to investigate irritability and anxiety in mice.
Figure 3B shows average scores based on treatment. 24 hours after binge, control mice
had lower scores than ethanol-fed mice, however unpaired t-test between the two
treatments revealed results were not significantly different.
Vocalization, biting and excretion were scored with similar methodology and are
depicted in Figure 4. All three behaviors were used to assess anxiety and distress levels.
Unpaired t-test revealed no significant differences for each assay, although it should be
noted that control mice did not exhibit any form of biting during handling while some
ethanol-fed mice did.

Ethanol exposure increased brain water content
Edema was measured by looking at differences in wet weight of freshly harvested
brains and their respective dry weight, as well as the percent water content by dividing
the difference by the wet weight. Figure 5 shows both comparisons and interestingly,
unpaired t-test shows that there is a significant difference in percent water content
(p < 0.05) but no significance in the difference between wet and dry weight.
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Figure 1. Consumption during ethanol exposure and effect of ethanol on body
temperature. (A) There were no significant differences in the amount of liquid diet
consumed between control and ethanol mice. (B) Ethanol had no significant effect on the
body temperature of mice on any day after gavage. (A) N = 8 per group; two-way
ANOVA. (B) N = 8 control, N = 3 ethanol; unpaired t-test (Results shown as mean +/SEM).
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Figure 2. Average score assessed by handling induced convulsions. Ethanol fed
mice showed significantly higher scores indicative of anxiety and withdrawal from time
points 1-6, 24 and 48 hours (scoring scale shown in Table 1). N = 8 control, N = 3
ethanol. * p < 0.05, *** p < 0.001, significantly different from control; two-way
ANOVA.
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Figure 3. Effect of ethanol on time spent in center of open field and effect during
touch escape. (A) Ethanol mice spent a significantly less amount of time in the center
during open field test compared to control. (B) Ethanol produced no significant effect on
touch escape scores between control and ethanol mice. N = 9 per group. ** p < 0.01,
significantly different from control; unpaired t-test.
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Figure 4. Effect of ethanol on vocalization, biting and excretion. (A) Ethanol mice
how lower average scores for vocalization but significant differences were not observed.
(B) Ethanol mice exhibited some attempt at biting during routine handling while control
mice did not attempt at all, no significant differences observed. (C) Mice given ethanol
had higher average excretion scores, but results were not significant. N = 9 per group;
unpaired t-test.
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Figure 5. Effect of alcohol on edema measurements. No significant difference was
observed in change in mass, but significant differences were seen in percent water
content between control and ethanol fed mice. N = 8 control; N = 3 ethanol. * p < 0.05,
significantly different from control; unpaired t-test.
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Discussion

To our knowledge, no studies have investigated the effects of the Lieber-DeCarli
diet on withdrawal related behaviors in mice. The model is extremely well documented,
and accepted by the NIAAA, but the lack of behavioral studies is surprising. The
manifestation of withdrawal behaviors related to alcohol abuse can display as anxiety and
nausea and even expand to severe seizures and hallucinations, thus being able to model
these kinds of behaviors in mice is essential to validate this model.
To assess the effects on anxiety that this model elicits, we utilized a number of
behavioral assays that have been used previously. Significant adverse effects were
displayed by ethanol-fed mice including handling-induced convulsions, open field
behavior, as well as the percent water content measurement used to assess brain edema.
Ethanol mice showed significantly more shaking and convulsion-like behavior for the
majority of the behavior testing period compared to control mice. This is indicative of
human alcohol withdrawal symptoms that have been described previously, such as
seizures and tremors (39). In addition, the effects shown with open field testing further
corroborate that there is anxiety upon withdrawal from alcohol using this model. Ethanolfed mice displayed a significant amount of time away from the center, which is indicative
of anxiety (40). Conversely, control mice that were not experiencing withdrawal, were
much more willing to enter the center of the open field chamber and display exploratory
behavior. This observation, along with the HIC results, provide some evidence that this
model is useful in exploring behaviors related to alcohol withdrawal.
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While no significant differences were seen between wet and dry weight of mouse
brains after alcohol treatment, significant differences were observed in percent water
content, with alcohol fed mice having a higher percent on average. This result mimics an
edema-like pathology resulting in higher water content within the brain, which is
consistent with the literature (43). These results are significant since it has been shown
previously that alcohol withdrawal can manifest with brain swelling, which consequently
can result in brain injury and neurological changes due to inflammation (37, 44).
Significant effects were not observed with liquid consumption, body temperature,
vocalization, biting or excretion. Though significant results for these other parameters
would have strengthened the argument that this model can elicit withdrawal effects, these
tests are not as robust as the others performed, such as HIC and open field, which may
underlie why significant effects were not seen.
Being that this is the first study to our knowledge that has investigated behavioral
effects of this model, we cannot compare our data to that of the literature. But
establishing a baseline of withdrawal-related behaviors is essential in adding to the
translatability of this model to future studies and human alcohol abuse. Finding that this
model can induce significant behavioral effects related to anxiety is extremely significant
since withdrawal behaviors in clinical alcoholic patients are a well-documented problem
(39). Having a model that not only induces withdrawal behaviors, but also brain edema,
supports the conclusion that this model is a useful and clinically relevant model to use for
translational research into alcoholic pathologies.
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CHAPTER 3
EFFECTS OF CBD, BCP AND THEIR COMBINATION ON
ALCOHOL-INDUCED INFLAMMATION

Abstract

Inflammation is one of the main hallmarks of alcohol associated diseases and
pathologies. Two of the main organs affected by alcohol induced inflammation are the
brain and the liver; both of which have been shown to be structurally and physiologically
disturbed by chronic alcohol consumption. Two compounds from the cannabis plant,
cannabidiol and beta-caryophyllene have been isolated and shown to have antiinflammatory properties. The potential anti-inflammatory effects of both compounds
separately and in combination were assessed against ethanol exposure using a chronicplus-single-binge alcohol model using a Lieber-DeCarli liquid diet. Immunofluorescence
analysis of brain microglia and liver Kupffer cells was used to evaluate the inflammatory
profile affected by alcohol and by treatment with cannabinoids. A second cohort of mice
exposed to ethanol and administered CBD, BCP or both cannabinoids together was used
to investigate if these compounds had effects on inflammatory cytokine concentrations or
accumulation of fat in the liver. Luminex assays were used for analysis of specific
cytokines in the serum and oil red o staining was used to see the potential effect on fat
accumulation.
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Ethanol did not produce increased microglia counts in either the cerebellum or the
hippocampus, with cannabinoid treatment also having insignificant effects. Ethanol
exposure did increase overall Kupffer cell counts in the liver when compared to control
mice, and CBD was able to rescue the increase to a significant degree. More specifically,
the large ‘M2’ subtype of Kupffer cells was increased by ethanol exposure which was
abrogated by treatment with CBD. Luminex analysis revealed ethanol to have a variety of
effects on cytokine concentration levels in the blood, most notably a trend showing
increases in IL-1β and IL-6 and decreases in TNF-α and osteopontin. Cannabinoid
treatment during ethanol exposure also had varying effects on cytokine concentration,
and in the case of TNF-α and IL-1β, they reduced concentration to undetectable levels.
Oil red staining demonstrated significant fat accumulation in mice with ethanol exposure
compared to control, with BCP, and the combination of CBD and BCP, reducing the
amount of fat accumulation markedly. Taken together, these experiments show that
ethanol has definite effects on inflammation whether it be inducing inflammation or
acting to suppress the immune system. The cannabinoids demonstrated that they have
anti-inflammatory properties with ethanol exposure and may have potential to alleviate
the hepatic injury resulting from ethanol consumption.
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Materials and Methods

Animals
Female (C57BL/6) mice were obtained from Taconic Farms (Cranberry, New
Jersey). Animals were grouped housed, four mice to a cage in a temperature-controlled
environment. Mice arrived at eight weeks of age and were allowed to habituate in the
animal facility for at least week prior to any experimentation. Mice were provided access
to food and water ad-libitum during habituation. All mice were greater than 20 g and 1012 weeks of age prior to liquid diet training. All procedures and experiments were
approved by the Temple University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and
were carried out in accordance with the National Institute of Health’s guideline for the
Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

Lieber-DeCarli Diet
Mice are individually housed after habituation and are given a control LieberDeCarli ’82 Shake and Pour liquid diet (Bio-Serv, F1259) ad libitum for 5 days to train
them on a strict liquid formula. Following the training period, mice were fed with either
the same control formula or Lieber-DeCarli ’82 Shake and Pour ethanol liquid diet (BioServ, F1258) with 5% ethanol for 10 days ad libitum. Consumption amounts were
recorded at 10 am every day during the testing period and feeding tubes were refilled
with liquid diet at that time. On day 11, mice were gavaged with a 45% maltose dextrin
solution for control mice or a 31.5% ethanol solution for ethanol mice. Preparation of
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formulas and gavage solutions were followed as described by Bertola et al. (24). Mice
were sacrificed 5-6 hours after gavage at which point blood was obtained via cardiac
puncture and tissue was harvested after perfusion with 4% PFA.

Drugs
Beta-caryophyllene was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, Missouri).
Cannabidiol was obtained from Caymen Biochemicals (Ann Arbor, Michigan). Both
compounds were dissolved in separate vehicle solution of 1:1:18 parts ethyl alcohol,
cremaphor and saline. All agents were injected intraperitoneally daily at 30
mg/kg/injection for the duration of the ethanol exposure period (combination CBD+BCP
treatment was also 30 mg/kg/injection of each agent).

Immunofluorescence and Imaging
Hippocampus and cerebellum brain samples used for immunofluorescence were
post-fixed in 4% PFA at 4°C following harvesting and perfusion, then subsequently
switched to 30% sucrose for at least 24 hours. Brains were then frozen in Optimal Cutting
Temperature compound for sectioning at 20um using a cryostat. Sections were then
placed on positively-charged glass slides and allowed to dry and were kept in -20°C until
ready for staining procedures.
Slides were removed from the freezer and allowed to come to room temperatures.
Slides were washed in 1:1 Methanol:Acetone for 40 minutes and subsequently washed 3x
in 1x PBS for 5 minutes. Following washing, slides are blocked using 2% goat serum for
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1 hour and washed 3x with 1x PBS for 5 minutes. Slides were then incubated overnight
in 4°C with 1° antibody (Rabbit anti-IBA-1, Abcam ab5076) prepared at 1:500 dilution.
Slides were then washed 3x with 1x PBS for 5 minutes, then treated with Alexa Fluor
488 (Kupffer cells) or 594 (microglia) 2° antibody (Donkey Anti-Rabbit, ThermoFisher
A21206, 21207) at a 1:1000 dilution for 1 hour at room temperature. Slides were washed
again then cover-slipped with DAPI (ProLong Gold Antifade w/DAPI 8961). All imaging
was done using an Olympus DP70 Digital Camera System.

Oil Red O Stain and Imaging
Liver samples used for oil red o staining were post-fixed in 4% PFA at 4°C
following harvesting and perfusion, then subsequently switched to 30% sucrose for at
least 24 hours. Livers were then frozen in OCT for sectioning at 10um using a cryostat.
Sections are then placed on positively-charged glass slides and allowed to dry and were
kept in -20°C until ready for staining procedures.
Frozen sections were allowed to reach room temperature prior to staining
procedures. Oil red o stock solution is prepared using Polysciences Oil Red O powder
(Cat.# 06317) mixed with isopropanol (0.5g per 100mL). Solution is then diluted two
hours prior to staining using DI H2O (30mL stock per 20mL DI) to prepare working
solution. Slides were then immersed in Poly/LEM Fixative (Polysciences, Warrington.
PA) for 5 minutes followed by 5 minute wash in cool tap water. Slides were then rocked
in a 60% isopropanol solution for 5 minutes and immersed in oil red o working solution
for 30 minutes. Slides are washed again in 60% isopropanol for 2 minutes, rinsed quickly
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in DI H2O and dipped in hematoxylin staining solution (H-3404, Vector Laboratories,
Burlingame, CA). Following hematoxylin, slides are rinsed in DI water for 3 minutes
then cover-slipped with an 80% glycerol mounting medium. All imaging was done using
an Olympus DP70 Digital Camera System.

Image Quantification
Fluorescent images of brain sections were imported into the Windows version of
ImageJ for analysis. Images of IBA-1 cells were overlaid with images of the same sample
stained with DAPI to confidently identify cells that were both IBA-1 and DAPI positive.
Images used were at the magnification of 40x using the Olympus DP70 Digital Camera
System. Using ImageJ, cells positive for IBA-1 and DAPI were counted using the “multipoint” tool and then total cell counts were averaged across each animal and then
compared between treatments.
Oil red o images were analyzed using the Windows version of ImageJ.
Quantification methods were adapted from a macro program provided by the NIH
Research Services Branch (51). The macro analyzed the overall color scale of the images
and delineated the percent of the sample that represented triglycerides.

Luminex Serum Assay
Analysis of serum concentrations of TNF-, CXCL2, IL-6, CCL22, IL-1 and
osteopontin were measured using a Mouse Magnetic Luminex Assay according to
manufacturer’s instructions (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN).
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Statistical Analysis
Data are represented as mean +/- SEM (or mean + SEM for bar graphs) and
results were analyzed using GraphPad Prism 5. Statistical tests used include one-way
ANOVA with Bonferroni and Dunnett’s multiple comparison tests. Results were
considered significant at the p < 0.05 level.
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Results

Ethanol had no effect on Microglia counts
Ethanol is known to have pro-inflammatory effects systemically across many, if
not all, major organs. One organ of paramount concern is the brain and to investigate the
effects of ethanol, the microglia profile was assessed using immunofluorescence. Ethanol
exposure had surprisingly little, if any, effect on the microglia profile within both the
cerebellum and the hippocampus. The total amount of IBA-1 positive cells in mice given
ethanol were not significantly altered compared to mice given a control diet in both
regions of the brain (Figure 6).

Ethanol increases Kupffer cell counts which is reduced by Cannabidiol
To investigate the effect of ethanol on Kupffer cell profile we utilized
immunofluorescence using an antibody tag of IBA-1 which is known to bind with hepatic
macrophages. The number of IBA-1 positive cells in each treatment group is shown in
Figure 7. One-way ANOVA revealed an overall significance [F(3,15) = 6.285, p < 0.01]
with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test revealing a difference between ethanol alone
versus control (p < 0.05) and Bonferroni multiple comparison revealing differences
between ethanol alone and ethanol with CBD treatment (p < 0.05). Ethanol significantly
increased the number of total Kupffer cells as evidenced by a higher number of IBA-1
positive cells, and cannabidiol was able to rescue the increase by reducing the number of
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cells back to control levels. BCP was unable to mimic CBD’s effect and did not
significantly lower the number of IBA-1 positive cells compared to ethanol alone.
To further investigate the Kupffer cell population, we delineated the cells into M1
and M2 subtypes based on morphology (Figure 8); with M1 cells being clearly round
with less arborization, and M2 cells being elongated and more arborized as described
previously (22). No differences were found based on M1 morphology between treatment
groups, but differences were observed with M2 morphology. Similar to the total counts of
Kupffer cells in Figure 7, ethanol exposure showed a trend towards an increased number
of M2 cells (not statistically significant) in the liver, while CBD treatment significantly
reduced the amount of IBA-1 positive cells compared to ethanol alone as well as ethanol
with BCP treatment. BCP itself did not seem to have an effect on Kupffer cell counts
with ethanol exposure.

Ethanol has varying effects on cytokine concentration in the blood
To assess the effects of ethanol and cannabinoid treatment on cytokine
concentrations in the serum we used a Mouse Magnetic Luminex assay for 6 analytes:
TNF-, CXCL2, IL-6, CCL22, IL-1, and osteopontin (Figure 9). Chronic ethanol is
known to be associated with increases in pro-inflammatory cytokine production, chief
among them being TNF- which is likely generated by liver Kupffer cells (27, 52).
Interleukin-6 (IL-6) and interleukin-1 (IL-1) are two other hallmark cytokines involved
in promoting inflammation. Osteopontin has been shown to have roles in chemotaxis and
promoting inflammation (53). Chemokine ligand 2 (CXCL2) and chemokine ligand 22
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(CCL22) are both known chemoattractants that are up-regulated during inflammatory
processes (55, 56).
Luminex quantification with one-way ANOVA analysis revealed no significant
difference in TNF- concentrations in the serum based on ethanol exposure or treatment
with cannabinoids. Levels of IL-6 were increased in ethanol exposed mice and CBD
treatment lowered those concentrations; however, IL-6 was not detectable in control mice
so significance was not able to be determined. Since ethanol did elicit a response, it
seems that ethanol had an effect that increases IL-6. Similar results were observed with
IL-1. Ethanol exposure increased the concentration in the serum, and cannabinoids
reduced the concentration significantly. One-way ANOVA revealed an overall
significance [F(4, 57) = 5.553, p < 0.01] with Dunnet’s multiple comparison revealing
that ethanol exposure with CBD, BCP or combination, significantly decreased the
concentration of IL-1 compared to ethanol exposure alone (p < 0.05).
A significant difference was found with ethanol exposure and CBD treatment
with CXCL2, which was surprising. One-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple
comparison showed that ethanol + CBD increased the levels of CXCL2 compared to
control (p < 0.05) and it was higher than ethanol alone (although not significant). BCP
and combination did not reveal any differences with CXCL2 concentrations.
Concentration of CCL22 in the serum was found to be highest in mice given just
control diet. One-way ANOVA revealed an overall significance [F(4, 40) = 3.712, p <
0.05] with Dunnett’s multiple comparison showing significant decreases with ethanol +
BCP or combination (p < 0.05) . Ethanol was not significantly lower than normal control
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concentrations, but ethanol did decrease overall levels. One-way ANOVA with
Bonferroni’s multiple comparison showed BCP significantly lowered concentrations
compared to ethanol exposure alone (p < 0.05). Thus, both cannabinoids may be working
in an anti-inflammatory manner
Quantification of osteopontin concentrations were surprising. Ethanol exposure
showed a decrease in levels of osteopontin in the serum. One-way ANOVA analysis
revealed overall significance [F(4, 33) = 3.307, p < 0.05] with Dunnett’s multiple
comparison revealing that treatment with either cannabinoid reduced levels of
osteopontin significantly compared to control (p < 0.05). So, even though ethanol did not
show an increase in concentration, cannabinoids did prove to be able to reduce levels of
osteopontin.

BCP reverses fat accumulation in the liver
Oil red o staining was used to stain triglycerides and lipids in the liver in order to
measure the amount of fat accumulation that can be attributed to ethanol exposure as well
as the effect of cannabinoid treatment. Figure 10 shows the increase in fat accumulation
in mice given ethanol as evidenced by oil red o staining a higher percentage of tissue
area. Analysis using one-way ANOVA revealed an overall significance [F(4, 19) = .336,
p < 0.01) and Bonferroni’s multiple comparison showed differences between ethanol
exposure and ethanol with BCP or combination (p < 0.01 and p < 0.05 respectively).
CBD also lowered the amount of fat accumulation, but results were not significant after
one-way ANOVA analysis.
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Figure 6. Effect of ethanol exposure and treatment with CBD or BCP on
microglia count in the hippocampus and cerebellum as measured by the number of IBApositive cells. (A-D) Representative images of cerebellum of mice given vehicle control
(A), ethanol (B), ethanol + CBD (C) or ethanol + BCP (D). (E-F) Quantification of IBA1 positive cells in the hippocampus (E) and cerebellum (F). Significant differences were
not observed between any of the groups. N = 7, 7, 4 and 4 respectively, one-way
ANOVA.
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Figure 7. Effect of ethanol exposure and treatment with CBD or BCP on Kupffer cell
count in the liver as measured by the number of IBA-positive cells. (A-D) Representative
pictures of IBA-1 positive cells in the liver with control diet (A), ethanol exposure (B),
ethanol + CBD (C) or ethanol + BCP (D). (E) Ethanol increased Kupffer cell count
significantly compared to control and treatment with CBD significantly decreased the
total number of IBA1-positive cells when compared to ethanol mice. N = 4 per group.
# p < 0.05, significantly different from control. * p < 0.05, significantly different from
EtOH, one-way ANOVA.
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Figure 8. Effect of ethanol exposure and treatment with CBD or BCP on Kupffer
cell count subtypes: M1 and M2 in the liver as measured by the number of IBA-positive
cells. (A) Representative image of M1 and M2 morphology used for quantification. (B)
Significant effects were not seen on M1 subtype of Kupffer cells by ethanol exposure or
treatment with either CBD or BCP. (C) CBD treated mice had significantly fewer M2
type Kupffer cells when compared to ethanol alone and ethanol + BCP. N = 3, 5, 4 and 4
respectively to the graphs. # p < 0.05, significantly different from EtOH. * p < 0.05
significantly different from EtOH + CBD, one-way ANOVA.
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Figure 9. Effect of ethanol exposure and treatment with CBD, BCP or the CBD +
BCP combination on cytokine concentrations in serum quantified via Luminex assay.
Significant reductions were observed with cytokines CCL22 and osteopontin. BCP and
the combination (both with ethanol exposure) significantly reduced levels of CCL22
compared to control levels, while BCP also significantly reduced concentrations
compared to ethanol alone. CBD and BCP both significantly reduced osteopontin levels
compared to control mice. Areas missing bars indicate undetectable levels of the
cytokine, thus making statistical analyses impossible. CBD and BCP did elicit trends of
decreasing TNF- α, IL-6 and IL-1. N = 15, 16, 14, 9 and 5 respectively to graphs.
** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05 significantly different from control. ## p < 0.01, # p < 0.05
significantly different from EtOH, one-way ANOVA.
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Figure 10. Effect of ethanol exposure on fat accumulation in the liver and
treatment with CBD, BCP or Combination. (A-E) Representative images of Oil red o
staining of liver tissue with control diet (A), ethanol exposure (B), ethanol + CBD (C),
ethanol + BCP (D) and ethanol + CBD and BCP (E) combination respectively. (F)
Quantification of lipid accumulation based on treatment with ethanol having a significant
increase compared to control and treatment with BCP and combination significantly
reducing the percent compared to ethanol alone. N = 4 per group. ** p < 0.01
significantly different from control. ## p < 0.01, # p < 0.05 significantly different from
EtOH by one-way ANOVA.
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Discussion

Chronic alcohol consumption is related to several debilitating diseases namely,
alcoholic liver disease, cirrhosis, alcoholism and heart disease amongst others. Its
harmful effects place a huge burden on the healthcare system due the prevalence and
continued acceptance of chronic and binge alcohol consumption. Mechanisms that
underlie how ethanol damages the body have been mostly related to increases in
oxidative stress and the induction of inflammation in organs such as the liver and brain
(6, 7, 8, 27). Thus, therapeutic techniques that are able to combat rises in inflammation
and prevent oxidative stress due to ethanol consumption have been growing in popularity.
Two cannabinoid compounds, cannabidiol and -caryophyllene, have been
gaining acceptance in therapeutic research and both are known to be anti-inflammatory
compounds (10, 11, 12, 21,23). More specifically, their effects against ethanol challenge
have been investigated and have shown potential. Yang et al. (13), and Wang et al. (14),
have both shown that CBD has therapeutic abilities against ethanol consumption. Yang
demonstrated that CBD can inhibit oxidative stress thereby limiting steatosis of the liver,
while Wang was able to show that CBD can suppress expression of pro-inflammatory
cytokines. Likewise, -caryophyllene has also been used previously as a treatment
against chronic alcohol consumption. Varga et al. (22) showed that BCP can protect
against inflammation due to alcohol by reducing adhesion molecule expression, thereby
preventing the ability of immune cells to induce inflammation. While these studies have
provided an important basis for cannabinoid use against alcohol pathologies, further
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studies are needed to characterize the effects alcohol has on a cellular level and what
cannabinoids are able to rescue.
While the studies mentioned earlier established therapeutic uses of cannabinoids
with ethanol exposure, they did not investigate the effects alcohol and cannabinoids have
on microglia. To establish how ethanol alters microglia presence in the brain we subject
mice to the NIAAA Lieber-DeCarli model of chronic plus binge alcohol consumption.
We then isolate two areas of the brain to examine, the hippocampus and cerebellum,
because both can be severely affected by alcohol usage (57, 58). Interestingly, our data
revealed that chronic ethanol did not alter the presence or counts of microglia in either
area of the brain. It should be noted that in the cerebellum, and not the hippocampus,
there was a slight increase in microglia though not significant. We expected to see an
increased amount of microglia in both areas, rationalizing that they would be involved in
alcohol induced inflammation since it has been shown before that ethanol can induce
microglia activation (59). But, we were unable to establish any changes in microglia with
this model and further study with a longer time course of ethanol exposure may be able to
elicit more robust results. Additionally, since ethanol exposure was insignificant to
microglia counts, our ability to investigate the effect of cannabinoids is inconclusive.
However, specifically in the cerebellum, treatment with BCP could have potential in
decreasing microglia presence and preventing inflammation if the trend our data showed
continues.
Kupffer cells, the macrophages located in the liver, are one of the main sources of
alcohol induced liver damage. Kupffer cells generate ROS in response to alcohol intake
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which contributes to inflammation and results in damage to the liver (6, 7). Further, they
are able to generate inflammatory mediators such as cytokines like TNF- that are proinflammatory and compound liver injury (60). Similar to what we did with microglia, we
wanted to investigate the effect of ethanol and treatment with cannabinoids on the
presence and total count of Kupffer cells. Our data showed that ethanol significantly
increased the amount of Kupffer cells as compared to control as we expected, while
treatment with CBD rescued the increase. In this way, it would appear that CBD is
working in an anti-inflammatory manner by limiting the presence of hepatic
macrophages, thereby preventing further expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines and
reducing production of ROS. Our findings coincide with Yang, who showed that CBD
has anti-oxidative properties and reduced ROS production in a similar mouse model of
alcohol liver injury (13). BCP on the other hand, was unable to rescue the increase in
Kupffer cell count.
Kupffer cells, like microglia, are not a uni-functional cell population, but rather,
have multiple phenotypes that have differing functions. They have largely been
categorized into two main types: M1 and M2. M1 Kupffer cells are predominantly
associated with being pro-inflammatory while M2 cells display more anti-inflammatory
properties (22). To further investigate effects of alcohol and cannabinoids on Kupffer
cells we divided the population of the Kupffer cells from the previous experiment into
M1 and M2 based on morphology (Figure 8). M1 morphology consisted of exclusively
round cells with little to no arborization while M2 morphology was defined as larger
arborized cells. While we did not observe any significant effects with M1 Kupffer cells,
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we did find that CBD reduced the amount of M2 type Kupffer cells robustly when
compared to ethanol exposed mice without cannabinoids. This is surprising because we
expected that CBD would reduce the pro-inflammatory state of Kupffer cells (M1) rather
than the M2 type. Thus, CBD may actually be harming the liver indirectly by reducing
the number of anti-inflammatory M2 cells that would otherwise be beneficial to the liver.
Similar to total counts, we did not see BCP effectively reduce either type of Kupffer cell
when compared to ethanol exposure. At initial glance, this may seem like BCP is
ineffective in ethanol treatment, however in the context of Kupffer cell subtype, BCP did
not reduce the amount of M2 cells like CBD did. Consequently, the M2 cells can act in a
beneficial manner and be protective to the liver. These results agree with what Varga et
al. demonstrated. They were able to show that BCP prevented the phenotypic switch of
Kupffer cells to an M1 state which otherwise would have resulted in further damage to
the liver (22). Thus, BCP has therapeutic potential in regard to ethanol induced liver
damage.
Ethanol is known to modulate the immune system and one way is by altering
cytokine levels. Some of the most commonly affected cytokines by alcohol consumption
are TNF-, IL-6, CCL-2 (MCP-1), and IL-1, all four of which are known to have proinflammatory effects (61). To look at effects of cannabinoids on potentially reducing the
levels of inflammatory cytokines, we analyzed blood serum for those four cytokines as
well as two other analytes, CXCL2 and osteopontin.
Our results for TNF- were surprising. Ethanol reduced the levels in the serum
which is not commonly noted in the literature (62). Instead, it is most often quantified to
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be much higher in alcohol subjects, it should be noted however, that the concentration in
all our treatment groups was relatively low, therefore conclusions about the effects on
TNF- are inconclusive. Treatment with both cannabinoids did seem to further reduce
the levels of TNF- in the serum like we expected.
Osteopontin has been previously shown by Morales-Ibanez et al. to play a role in
early alcohol-induced liver injury through mechanisms that induce inflammation (54).
They also found that osteopontin levels in the serum are higher in ethanol exposed mice
than control mice, which contrasts with what we found in our study. Even still, we also
found that CBD and BCP and in combination (although not significant) seem to induce a
trend of decreasing the amount of osteopontin in the serum. So, despite not finding higher
levels of osteopontin in mice exposed to alcohol, cannabinoids may have promise in
protecting against liver injury.
CXCL2 and CCL22, are both chemoattractant cytokines that function to enhance
migration of immune cells, both of which have been shown to be altered by alcohol
consumption (63). Our data showed that alcohol did not have significant effects on either
cytokine compared to control but did slightly increase levels of CXCL2 and decrease
levels of CCL22. Increases in CXCL2 by alcohol consumption is consistent with
previous reports (63), but the further increase with CBD treatment is curious and worth
investigating further. CCL22 on the other hand, showed expected decreases with
cannabinoid treatment. IL-1 and IL-6 both showed increased concentrations with
ethanol exposure like we predicted. Cannabinoid treatment markedly reduced
concentrations of IL-1 in the serum. Similar results were seen with IL-6, but the data
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were not significant, though BCP and combination effectively reduced IL-6 levels to
unreadable concentrations. These data remain consist with CBD and BCP being antiinflammatory.
Based on the mixed results of alcohol’s effects on cytokine levels, ethanol is not
strictly pro-inflammatory. In fact, it’s been shown before that ethanol may have immunesuppressive actions instead, by limiting leukocyte recruitment and endothelial cell
activation (48). We did show that ethanol increased levels of classic pro-inflammatory
cytokines, namely IL-1 and IL-6, but the effects of decreased levels of other proinflammatory cytokines attest to the immune-suppressive notion. Specifically, moderate
drinking has been associated with more protective effects (48, 64), and the model we
utilized would likely fall under that classification of consumption due to the lower
alcohol content (5%) in the ethanol diet. Thus, the actual style of drinking may have a
large role on the inflammatory state that alcohol induces in the body. More importantly,
the consistent decrease in pro-inflammatory cytokine level with cannabinoid treatment is
critical. Aside from CXCL2, the other five cytokines were decreased with cannabinoid
administration thus further verifying their anti-inflammatory activity in the presence of
alcohol.
Steatosis, or fatty liver, is one of the hallmark pathologies associated with alcohol
consumption and its effects on the liver. Our data clearly showed that ethanol greatly
increased the amount of fat present in the liver evidenced by the oil red o stain. Further,
we found that BCP and the combination of BCP with CBD were able to effectively
reduce the fat accumulation in the liver to a significant degree. Previous studies have
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shown that CBD is able to reduce steatosis in a similar manner (13), and our data also
showed CBD reduced accumulation, but not significantly like we saw with BCP.
Taken together, our data further show that ethanol induces a variety of
pathological states on the body. In the liver, it dramatically increases the amount of fat
accumulation as well as the Kupffer cell presence which could contribute to hepatic
injury. We also showed that ethanol increases pro-inflammatory cytokine levels that can
result in further bodily insult and inflammation. Treatment with cannabinoids displayed a
wealth of therapeutic potential. BCP specifically was able to protect against steatosis in
the liver while also effectively reducing the concentration of inflammatory cytokines in
the serum. Although significant effects of ethanol were not observed in the brain, we
believe that this could be a result of a low to moderate alcohol dose due to the model we
used. The model is designed to manifest pathologies specifically to the liver, so further
studies with a higher dosage of alcohol over a longer period of time could deliver more
robust results in regard to brain pathologies.
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CHAPTER 4
EFFECTS OF ETHANOL ON SPINAL CORD INJURY AND RECOVERY

Abstract

Spinal cord injury results in a massive secondary inflammatory reaction that can
compound on the already physically damaged tissue. Ethanol is known to induce
inflammation when consumed acutely and chronically. To assess the effect of ethanol
consumption on spinal cord injury we investigate pain sensitivity, motor and sensory
recovery as well as the size of the lesion at the site of impact on the spinal cord. To
examine motor recovery, we use a Basso Mouse Scale for locomotion which assesses the
mouse’s ability to move various parts of their hind limbs and overall coordination. Lesion
size is measured using a previously characterized eriochrome cyanine with cresyl violet
counterstain that elucidates damaged areas of the spinal cord in both the white and grey
matter. Additionally, the glial profile was observed and quantified using a GFAP
immunofluorescence stain. Interestingly, mice given ethanol had improved BMS scores
when compared to control diet counterparts. Furthermore, lesion size and glial profile
were also reduced in ethanol animals, showing that ethanol can have a protective,
immune-suppressive effect when consumed after injury, thereby limiting secondary insult
that results from SCI.
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Materials and Methods

Animals
Female (C57BL/6) mice were obtained from Taconic Farms (Cranberry, New
Jersey). Animals were grouped housed, four mice to a cage in a temperature-controlled
environment. Mice arrived at eight weeks of age and were allowed to habituate in the
animal facility for at least week prior to any experimentation. Mice were provided access
to food and water ad-libitum during habituation. All procedures and experiments were
approved by the Temple University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and
were carried out in accordance with the National Institute of Health’s guideline for the
Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

Surgical Procedures
Mice were anesthetized using an IP injection of 1:1 ketamine (100 mg/mL) and
xylazine (20 mg/mL at a dose of 1 mL/kg. Once anesthetized, hair from the back was
removed and protective gel was applied over the eyes. Body temperature was monitored
and maintained at 37 °C during surgery and post-injury. The surgical site was cleansed
using povidone-iodine. Dissection of the spine were performed at the T8-T10 laminae
and laminectomies were executed at T8-T9. Mice were then moved to an Infinite Horizon
Impactor (IH-0400; Precision Systems and Instrumentation, Lexington, KY). Mice were
suspended using the attached Addson micro-forceps and held in place for impact. The
impacting tip was positioned precisely above the exposed spinal cord and was set to
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impact at 60 kDynes. The force and displacement were measured at time of impact using
the system software. Mice then had their musculature and fat pad repositioned and
wounds were sutured closed.
After surgery, mice were placed in a recovery cage with a heat source until visibly
recovered from anesthesia. Mice were given injections of saline, buprenorphine and
antibiotics twice daily for 3 days following surgery. Mice were aided in voiding urine by
the Credé maneuver until expression was below 500 mL consistently for 3 days,
representing regained function. Animals with similar displacements were paired and then
randomly assigned to receive either control or ethanol diet during the treatment period.

Lieber-DeCarli Diet
Mice were individually housed after habituation (prior to injury) and were given a
control Lieber-DeCarli ’82 Shake and Pour liquid diet (Bio-Serv, F1259) ad libitum for 5
days to train them on a strict liquid formula prior to laminectomy and spinal impact.
Following the training period and injury, mice were allowed free access to liquid control
diet for the next 5 days during recovery. Following the recovery period, mice were fed
with either the same control formula or Lieber-DeCarli ’82 Shake and Pour ethanol liquid
diet (Bio-Serv, F1258) with 5% ethanol for 10 days ad libitum. Mice were not given the
oral gavage as described by the Lieber-DeCarli model in order to avoid complications
due to handling and further injury to the spinal cord (overall timeline schematic on
following page). Consumption amounts were recorded at 10 am every day during the
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testing period and feeding tubes were refilled with liquid diet at that time. Preparation of
formulas and gavage solutions were followed as described by Bertola et al. (24).

Mice
8-10
weeks
old

Control
Diet

Control
Diet

5 days

5 days

Control or EtOH
Diet

10 days

Housing Diet

~ 9 weeks

SCI

BMS Scoring
Basso Mouse Scale (BMS) was used to evaluate motor function recovery. The
scale consists of scoring from 0-9 with 0 being no ankle movement, and 9 representing
full stepping motion with coordination as well as trunk and tail stability (46). Mice were
scored on days 1, 3 and 7 post injury and then every 7 days following for a total of 11
weeks (13 total measurements). Scoring criteria are shown in Table 2.
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Score

Basso Mouse Scale for Locomotion

0

No ankle movement

1

Slight ankle movement

2

Extensive ankle movement

3

Plantar placing of the paw with or without weight support
Occasional, frequent or consistent dorsal stepping but no plantar stepping

4

Occasional plantar stepping

5

Frequent or consistent plantar stepping, no coordination
Frequent or consistent plantar stepping, some coordination, paws rotated at
initial contact and lift off (R/R)

6

Frequent or consistent plantar stepping, some coordination, paws parallel at
initial contact (P/R, P/P)
Frequent or consistent plantar stepping, mostly coordinated, paws rotated at
initial contact and lift off (R/R)

7

Frequent or consistent plantar stepping, mostly coordinated, paws parallel at
initial contact and rotated at lift off (P/R)
Frequent or consistent plantar stepping, mostly coordinated, paws parallel at
initial contact and lift off (P/P), and severe trunk instability

8

Frequent or consistent plantar stepping, mostly coordinated, paws parallel at
initial contact and lift off (P/P), and mild trunk instability
Frequent or consistent plantar stepping, mostly coordinated, paws parallel at
initial contact and lift off (P/P), normal trunk stability, tail down or up & down

9

Frequent or consistent plantar stepping, mostly coordinated, paws parallel at
initial contact and lift off (P/P), and normal trunk stability and tail always up.
Table 2. Basso Mouse Scale for locomotion. Scores with two descriptions (3, 5-8)

are assigned if one of the two descriptions are satisfied.
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Thermal Sensitivity
To measure thermal sensitivity and pain, mice were placed in a plastic box
measuring approximately 11x17x14.5 cm with clear panes in the bottom and front. Mice
were allowed to acclimate for 10 minutes in the box prior to testing. Using a 7371 Plantar
Test Device (Ugo Basile), an infrared beam of heat was exposed to the right hind plantar
surface of the mouse’s paw. Latency to remove the paw from the heat source was
measured in seconds (IR intensity = 25, maximum cut-off was assigned at 22 seconds).
Paw movements that were not due to thermal heat (locomotion or climbing movements)
were not counted. Measurements were made 3 separate times per animal per session with
a minimum of 5 minutes between recordings. Scores were obtained every two weeks
starting at the third week post-surgery.

Tissue Sectioning
Spinal cords used for histology and immunofluorescence were post fixed in 4%
PFA at 4°C following harvesting and perfusion, then subsequently switched to 30%
sucrose for at least 24 hours. Spinal cords were then removed from sucrose, washed with
1x PBS and dried well prior to fixation. A 3mm section was measured and isolated from
the spinal cord (1.5mm rostral and caudal from epicenter of the injury. The section was
then placed in a mounting mold and frozen in OCT for sectioning at 20um using a
cryostat.
Mounting of spinal cord sections was adapted as described by Jakeman (47). Ten
positively-charged glass slides were prepared per spinal cord sample, each would have 15
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slices of tissue placed sequentially in order to have ten slides for staining procedures. The
first cut would be placed in the top left of the glass slide, the second cut placed in the top
left of the second slide and so on until each slide has fifteen pieces of tissue evenly
spaced out that are all equidistant from the other slides (each slide contains equivalent
slices that span the 3mm length of the spinal cord section). This method of mounting
provides known distances between slices: 0.2mm between slices on the same slide,
0.02mm (20um) between the same slice on adjacent slides and each slide will have a total
of 0.3mm of tissue that span the entire length of the tissue sample. Slides were kept in 20°C until staining procedures.

Eriochrome Cyanine and Cresyl Violet Stain
Eriochrome Cyanine (EC) and Cresyl Violet (CV) stains were also adapted as
described by Jakeman (solution preparation directly followed) (47). Slides were allowed
to dry on a slide warmer for 1 hour at 37°C. Then they were placed in 100% acetone for 5
minutes and allowed to dry for 30 minutes after soaking. Slides were then placed in
prepared EC solution (Sigma, C.I. 43820) for 30 minutes, then washed with tap water for
5 minutes. 10% iron aluminum (Sigma, F3629) is prepared and diluted to 5% to soak
slides for 10 minutes. Slides were rinsed in water then soaked in borax-ferricyanide
differentiator (Sigma, B3545 + P8131 respectively). Following differentiation, slides
were rinsed in water and allowed to dry. Slides were soaked in 80% alcohol for 3 minutes
followed by 7 minute soak in 1% Cresyl Violet (Sigma, C1761). Slides were washed in
water briefly and then soaked in 95% alcohol with 0.1% acetic acid. A series of washes
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follow: 2x 2 minute wash in 95% alcohol, 2x 5 minute wash in 100% alcohol and 2x 5
minute wash in xylene. Mounting media was applied to the slides and cover-slipped for
imaging. All imaging was done using an Olympus DP70 Digital Camera System.

Immunofluorescence
Slides were removed from the freezer and allowed to come to room temperatures.
Slides were washed in 1:1 Methanol:Acetone for 40 minutes and subsequently washed 3x
in 1x PBS for 5 minutes. Following washing, slides were blocked using 2% goat serum
for 1 hour and washed 3x with 1x PBS for 5 minutes. Slides were then incubated
overnight in 4°C with 1° antibody (Mouse Anti-GFAP, Cell Signaling Tech., 3670)
prepared at a 1:500 dilution. Slides were then washed 3x with 1x PBS for 5 minutes, then
treated with Alexa Fluor 488 2° antibody (Donkey Anti-Mouse, ThermoFisher A21202)
at a 1:1000 dilution for 1 hour at room temperature. Slides were washed again then coverslipped with DAPI (ProLong Gold Antifade w/DAPI 8961). All imaging was done using
an Olympus DP70 Digital Camera System.

Image Quantification
Fluorescent images of spinal cord sections were imported into the Windows
version of ImageJ for analysis. Images used were at the magnification of 10x using the
Olympus DP70 Digital Camera System. Using ImageJ, GFAP images were analyzed by
measuring a fixed diameter area of fluorescence of five areas of the spinal cord: dorsal
horn, dorsal column, lateral-motor column, spinothalamic tract (ventro-lateral column)
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and ventral-motor column (Figure 15). Measurements were made at the epicenter of
injury as well as 0.4mm and 0.2mm both rostral and caudal from the epicenter. These
areas were then averaged by animal and compared between treatments to establish
differences in glial profile.
EC/CV images were overlaid on a fixed-point grid and analyzed as followed and
described previously by Jakeman (47). To estimate the area of white matter, grey matter
and lesion, the number of times the area desired crosses fixed points was counted on
representative images across a tissue sample. To determine the representative images, the
epicenter was determined by designating the slice of spinal cord that has the largest lesion
size. From there, three slices rostral and three slices caudal are also analyzed. Percent of
white, grey and lesion area was determined so as to reduce the amount of variability due
to tissue shrinkage over time and the percentages were then used to assess differences in
lesion size between treatments.

Statistical Analysis
Data are represented as mean +/- SEM (or mean + SEM for bar graphs) and
results were analyzed using unpaired t-tests, as well as two-way ANOVA with
Bonferroni multiple comparison using GraphPad Prism 5. Factors for two-way ANOVA
were time and treatment. Results were considered significant at the p < 0.05 level.
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Results

Injured mice on control diet display hyper-phagic consumption behavior
Average consumption per day was measured during training (not shown) and
during ethanol exposure periods. Consumption measured before spinal cord injury and
after injury are displayed in Figure 11. Two-way ANOVA revealed an overall main effect
for time [F (9, 234) = 3.684, p < 0.001] and treatment [F (3, 234) = 30.83, p < 0.001]. As
expected, after injury, animals that received a SCI have reduced intake for the first few
days after injury compared to sham animals. But interestingly, once ethanol exposure
begins, the injured mice that continued to receive control diet had a significant increase in
the amount of diet consumed on days 6, 9, 12 and 13 when compared to injured animals
given ethanol. Mice given the sham surgery consumed fairly consistently throughout the
ethanol exposure period.

Ethanol improves locomotor recovery in injured mice
Spinal cord injury at the T8-T9 level will severely disrupt the mouse’s ability to
move their lower extremities. To assess locomotor recovery, we utilized a previously
characterized Basso Mouse Scale that was developed to investigate locomotor outcomes
after severe spinal contusions (46). Two-way ANOVA revealed an overall main effect on
time [F (12, 288) = 111.2, p < 0.001], treatment [F (3, 288) = 70.54, p < 0.001] and
interaction [F (36, 288) = 10.19, p < 0.001]. Mice that were not injured and given a sham
surgery displayed consistently higher scores when compared to mice that received a SCI,
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which was expected (Figure 12; significance not displayed between sham and injury).
But unexpectedly, injured mice given an ethanol diet had improved BMS scores once
ethanol exposure concluded compared to injured animals that received control diet for the
same period. The trend began around day 28 and continued until the conclusion of the
experiment, with day 70 actually displaying a significantly higher score for injured
ethanol mice versus injured mice given control diet. (p < 0.05).
To investigate whether mice were experiencing altered pain sensations as a result
of the SCI and subsequent ethanol exposure, we utilize a thermal plantar test and measure
the mouse’s latency to remove their right hind paw from a heat source. Non-injured
animals displayed significantly higher latency scores compared to injured animals which
is indicative of injured mice being more sensitive to thermal heat and therefore
experiencing more pain (Figure 13). Significant differences were not found based on the
diet the mice received.

Ethanol may decrease the size of SCI lesion
In order to assess ethanol’s effect on the lesion caused by the spinal impact, we
utilize a method developed by Jakeman (47) that employees a staining method to
distinguish between white matter, grey matter and lesion area in a series of images that
are representative of the entire length of the injured spinal cord. Injured mice given
control diet had a higher percentage of spinal cord that consisted of lesion indicating a
larger injury, but results were not statistically significant (Figure 14).
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Glial cells in the central nervous system are known to participate in SCI and can
result in the formation of a glial scar that can alter subsequent recovery from injury. To
investigate the presence of neuroglia in the spinal cord as a result of insult, we stained for
GFAP in representative slides of the SCI and assessed five main areas of the spinal cord:
dorsal horn, dorsal column, lateral-motor column, spinothalamic tract (ventro-lateral
column) and ventral-motor column (Figure 15 and 16). In the dorsal column, injured
mice given control diet had a significantly higher GFAP-IR intensity at 0.2mm rostral
compared to injured animals exposed to ethanol. Similar results were seen in the lateral
motor area and the spino-thalamic tract (though not significant). The lone area were
ethanol mice had statistically higher GFAP-IR was in the dorsal horn at 0.4mm rostral to
the epicenter.
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Figure 11. Consumption per day during liquid diet training, post-spinal cord
injury and ethanol exposure. Injured animals consumed significantly less feed for the first
two days after injury, then recovered to normal levels after. During treatment, injured
mice given control diet consumed more than all other groups and was significantly higher
than injured ethanol-fed mice on days 6, 9, 12 and 13. N = 7, 7, 9 and 8 respectively. ***
p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05, significantly different from injury + control, two-way
ANOVA.
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Figure 12. BMS scores of each treatment over 11 weeks after injury that spanned
liquid diet after injury, ethanol exposure and normal diet periods. Sham mice had
significantly higher BMS scores than injured mice for the entirety of the scoring period.
Injured mice fed ethanol diets actually had improved scores when compared to injured
control-fed animals and had significantly higher scores at day 70. N = 7, 7, 9, and 8
respectively. * p < 0.05, injury + EtOH significantly different from injury + control, twoway ANOVA.
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Figure 13. Effect of injury and treatment on latency to remove right hind paw
from a thermal heat source. Non-injured animals displayed significantly higher latency
scores displaying less sensitivity (pain) to thermal heat. At testing periods 2-5, injured
animals were significantly more sensitive. Difference were not observed based on diet. N
= 7, 7, 8 and 6 respectively. ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 significantly different from
sham + control, two-way ANOVA.
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Figure 14. Effect of ethanol treatment on the lesion size of spinal cord injured
mice. Representative images of lesion at the epicenter of injury in mice given control diet
(A) or ethanol diet (B). (C) Mice fed the ethanol-infused diet had a trend toward smaller
lesion sizes when compared to mice fed the control diet, but results were not significantly
different. N = 3 per group, unpaired t-test.
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Figure 15. Representative image of the five areas of the spinal cord analyzed
using fluorescent GFAP staining (control non-injured mouse). Clockwise: dorsal column,
dorsal horn, lateral white column, spinothalamic tract and ventral white column (bottom).
Quantification of GFAP-IR shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. GFAP-IR values of staining for glia at the epicenter of injury as well as
0.4 and 0.2 mm rostral and caudal from the epicenter. Significantly higher GFAP-IR
values of control mice were observed at 0.2mm rostral in the dorsal column. Significantly
higher GFAP-IR values of ethanol-fed mice were observed at 0.4mm rostral in the dorsal
horn. N = 4 per group, * p < 0.05 significantly different between control and ethanol
exposed mice at the indicated distance from epicenter, unpaired t-test.
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Discussion

Spinal cord injury has two main phases that consistent of the primary, traumatic
event that initially damages the spinal cord, followed by the secondary phase, largely
involved with cellular effects in response to the injury, such as cell death, formation of
free radicals and inflammation (50). Once initiated, secondary injury can result in cycles
of perpetuating inflammation and damage that persists long after the actual primary
injury has occurred. Thus, the ability to limit and control the amount of secondary injury
resulting from SCI has become an increasingly important topic in the literature. The
concern regarding alcohol consumption with spinal cord injury, is that alcohol is known
to induce inflammation throughout the body, which may add to the secondary insult that
is already occurring from the injury itself.
The inflammation that results in secondary injury is mediated by cellular
processes that increase pro-inflammatory cytokine release, namely IL-1 and TNF-.
Neutrophils and macrophages are chiefly responsible for the release of pro-inflammatory
cytokines and are the first cells that arrive to the site of injury. To reach the site of injury,
vascular endothelial cells up-regulate the expression of adhesion molecules that allow
attachment of circulating neutrophils and macrophages in the vasculature and allow them
to extravasate into the tissue spaces toward the lesion. Once they reach the injury, they
can secrete the aforementioned cytokines that will then recruit more leukocytes and
induce further inflammation that can enlarge the lesion and harm the spinal cord even
further (50).
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Immuno-suppressive actions of alcohol are documented but not well characterized
in the literature. However, it has been shown previously that acute ethanol administration
can suppress leukocyte accumulation, as well as significantly inhibit TNF-mediated
endothelial cell activation (48). In this way, alcohol seems to have a role in actually
inhibiting the inflammatory response indicative of secondary injury. Our findings are
supported by this idea and may mechanistically be why ethanol exposed animals had
smaller lesion sizes and improved lower limb recovery over time. During the ethanol
exposure period, ethanol fed mice had lower BMS scores compared to control fed mice,
however after the ethanol exposure ceased, those mice actually had higher BMS scores
indicative of improved motor recovery. The ethanol exposure likely limited the secondary
injury that would result from leukocyte infiltration to the lesion, thereby preventing
damaging inflammation that was still occurring in control diet mice. Mice given ethanol
had improved motor function after exposure likely as a result of ethanol’s effects on
preventing leukocyte adhesion and accumulation at the injury.
The same reasoning for improved BMS scores can be used to explain why lesion
size and glial profile were smaller in ethanol exposed mice. As mentioned previously,
pro-inflammatory cytokine release can result in a greater area of insult which was
evidenced by the larger lesion sizes in control mice. Without ethanol exposure, mice with
SCI and control diet experienced the full secondary insult that comes with cellular
responses to spinal cord injury. The higher presence of glial cells as evidenced by GFAPIR in Figure 16, supports the idea that more glial cells are present in control-fed mice and
thus participating in inflammation and secondary damage to the lesion area. Ethanol mice
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did not experience the same secondary damage, therefore having smaller lesion sizes and
reduced glial profiles.
Further, against our original prediction, ethanol exposure did not seem to alter
pain sensitivity since significant differences were not seen based on diet alone. The
original hypothesis that pain would be increased in injured mice with ethanol exposure
was based on ethanol having a detrimental effect on the lesion. We originally believed
that the lesion would be larger in ethanol mice and therefore they would experience more
pain, but that was not evident. Anecdotally, people have used ethanol to suppress pain
sensations in a self-medicating manner and the analgesic effects can be explained by
alcohol’s sedating and depressant mechanisms. But even in sham mice, we did not
observe any pain alteration based on ethanol exposure. Thus, ethanol does not seem to
have any effect on alterations in pain sensation using the Lieber-DeCarli model.
The increase in consumption that occurred with mice given SCI and control diet
once the ethanol exposure period began is definitely surprising. However, we propose
that it could be related to slight motor recovery in the days after injury. SCI mice given
control diet had higher BMS scores at the time of ethanol exposure and to access the
feeders that have liquid diet, the mouse needed to pull itself slightly off the ground in
order to reach the opening. This task is not predicted to have significant effects on SCI
mice obtaining their food since it only requires the front paws, of which motor function
should be unaffected. However, it may have had a minor role in the ease of access to food
for the SCI mice, thus resulting in the hyper-phagic consumption levels. Hyper-phagic
consumption after SCI has also been demonstrated in a rat model (49).
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Although we originally set out to investigate if ethanol increased the severity of
SCI, potentially worsening motor recovery, our data support the idea that ethanol
administered in moderate dosage can actually improve motor recovery and limit
secondary insult resulting from SCI. It should be noted that ethanol exposure only
consisted of a 10-day period that was not concluded with a binge of alcohol like
described in the Lieber-DeCarli model. The binge infusion of alcohol via oral gavage was
avoided to prevent artifact damage to the spinal cord that may have occurred with
handling of the mice. This may have played a role in preventing more of the proinflammatory effects of alcohol that we expected to see. Future studies should include a
binge infusion as per the Lieber-DeCarli model, as well as a longer ethanol exposure
period to deduce whether an extended chronic exposure will eliminate the immunosuppressive actions of ethanol we observed, and instead induce further inflammation that
compounds the SCI.
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